
Curriculum Overview
The curriculum at IPS is modern, relevant and premised on an abiding desire to stimulate and challenge our 
pupils.

We want our pupils to leave the School with finely developed intellectual, personal and social skills. We want 
them to become lifelong learners, able to master multiple new skills and domains. We want them to become 
bold and astute problem solvers as well as deft communicators, able both to work effectively in a team and 
to drive forward their own performance singlehandedly. Crucially, our pupils need to be ready for life in an 
ever-more diverse, interconnected and dynamic society. Real education can never happen in an echo cham-
ber and through our curriculum, we seek to ensure that our pupils’ development is informed by multiple 
different voices and experiences. Indeed, it is through our curriculum that we attend to our pupils’ growing 
moral sensibilities. Values can be “taught as well as caught” and we embrace every opportunity to ensure 
that our pupils leave us as empathetic and sensitive individuals, keenly aware of  how they can contribute 
positively to their wider community.

Naturally, the way in which we service these ambitions is under constant review and as such, our curriculum 
is always evolving. However, some of  its saliant features are these: 

• Teaching for Understanding: Too often there is a focus on giving pupils the essentials to pass 
a test or examination without ensuring proper understanding. Rather than seeing understanding 
as a by-product of  learning, IPS sees it as the main aim of  its teaching. To this end, our staff  plan 
activities which involve pupils manipulating and processing information to ensure resilient learning.

 
• The IPS Mindset:  In recognition of  most academic research of  the past 30 years, IPS staff  

believe that intelligence is a malleable quantity, and pupils are encouraged to develop their intellect by 
thinking systematically about the process of  learning and the way in which it can be improved. The 
precepts of  Deliberate Practice are an integral part of  our pedagogy while our pupils are enjoined to 
address explicitly the three foundations of  effective learning: Behaviour, Organisation and, crucially, 
Ambition. 

• Breadth of  learning experiences: From Latin to Mandarin, Medieval History to modern 
technologies and practical scientific experiments, the range of  subjects in Senior 7 is designed 
to open pupils’ minds to a wealth of  knowledge as well as to methods of  learning, according to 
established academic disciplines.

• Public Speaking and Debate:  The benefits of  teaching our pupils how to debate formally are 
legion. In addition to the analytical skills which it develops, it boosts our pupils’ confidence, their 
ability to listen to alternative points of  view and to work alongside others. IPS is distinctive insofar 
that all of  our pupils benefit from innumerable opportunities to develop their speaking skills through 
the operation of  our standard timetable. 

• Technological prowess:  In a world evermore shaped by technology, it matters that our pupils 
are confident digital natives, able both to exploit its benefits and to avoid its perils. Through the 
imaginative and sensitive deployment of  new technology to enrich learning, our pupils develop the 
proficiencies which they will need in adulthood. 

SENIOR 7 CURRICULUM



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

P1 English Mandarin Geography Mathematics English

P2 French Mathematics Mathematics History Art and Design

Break

P3 Mathematics Spanish Science French Music

P4 Physical 
Education English Drama Latin Science

Lunch

P5 Science

Games 
Afternoon

English Computing Mathematics

P6

Design 
Technology/

Cookery History Geography Rhetoric and 
Ethics

SAMPLE S7 TIMETABLE


